One proves that, for any finite group G and homomorphism <o: G -» Z/2Z, the natural homomorphism L2k+X(ZG,u) -* lJ2k+x(QG,w) between Wall surgery groups is identically zero. Some results concerning the exponent of L2k+x(ZG;u) are deduced.
1. Introduction. Let G be a group and to: G -* Z/2Z be a homomorphism (orientation character). Let Ln(G; co) be the Wall surgery obstruction group in dimension n for surgery to a homotopy equivalence. By changing ZG into QG in the definition of Lhn, one gets groups Lhn(QG;u). They contain the obstruction for surgery to an [n -l]/2-connected rational homology equivalence. There is a natural homomorphism r: Ln(G;u) -* Ln(QG;u) which is used in the long exact localization sequence for surgery obstruction groups of W. Pardon [PI] .
Our first result is the following: Theorem 1. For any finite group G and homomorphism w: G -* Z/2Z, the homomorphism r: L2k+x(G;a) -* L2k+x(QG;u) is the zero homomorphism.
Consequently, in the odd dimensional case with a finite fundamental group, the surgery to a rational homotopy equivalence is always possible. The obstruction for surgery to a homotopy equivalence is always expressible by the linking numbers approach developed in [KM] , [Wl] and [C] . Since the kernel of r is annihilated by 8 [C] , one has Corollary 2. For any finite group G and homomorphism <o: G -> Z/2Z, L2k+X (G; to) is annihilated by 8.
It has been conjectured that this exponent is 4, at least for a large class of finite groups. In this direction, a slight improvement of the proof of Theorem 1 gives the following results:
Theorem 3. Let 1 -» A -> G -»* B -* I be an exact sequence of finite groups, and let co: B -> Z/2Z be a homomorphism. Suppose that N is a 2-group. If y E Ker (%: Lh2k+X(G;<!> ° to) -» Lh2k+x(B;u)\ then Ay = 0. Corollary 5. Let G be a finite group whose 2-Sylow subgroup is normal. Suppose that u is trivial (the orientable case). Then L2k+X(G; co) is annihilated by 4.
For instance, the assumptions of Corollary 5 are fulfilled if G is a finite nilpotent group, since a finite nilpotent group is the product of its Sylow subgroups [H] .
A part of these statements is more or less known to be obtainable by different methods. Some particular cases are also deducible from published results of other authors. For instance, if k is odd, Theorem 1 is obvious since Llk+x(QG;u>) = 0 [C] . On the other hand, in the orientable case (<o trivial), Corollary 2 can be deduced from [W3, exact sequence, p. 78 and remark (4) [G] . Our proofs are independent from these results and our approach is quite different.
In §2, we give a sufficient condition for a degree one map between a manifold pair and a Poincaré pair (of odd dimension) to be a rational homotopy equivalence. In §3, we establish a functoriality property for a part where the left two vertical arrows are identity maps (the groups are identical) and two right vertical arrows divide out by w, = (x¡¡). Let ÇF be the category whose objects are pairs (G; co), where G is a finite group and co: G -» Z/2Z is a homomorphism. A morphism F: (G,uG) -» (H,uH) Let us check that (M',<p',\p') actually determines a class in W0X(QH/ZH). M' is a finite Z/f-module; it admits the following short free resolution: 0-+ FX®ZH -^U F0 ® Z# -» M' -» 0 (the tensor product is always understood over ZG). Indeed F¿ ® ZH are Z/7-free of same Z//-rank. Since if" is a finite group, F, ® Z/7 and F2 ® ZH have same finite Z-rank. Thus ¡u ® 1 is injective.
To prove that tp' is nonsingular, it suffices [Ba, p. 45] Clearly, jZG is an isomorphism. By additivity, jF and jF are isomorphisms. Thus, 7W is an isomorphism. Finally, one checks without difficulty that a kernel is mapped onto a kernel.
Thus/# : W0X(QG/ZG) -> W0X(QH/ZH) is well defined.
The functoriality of sequence (3.2) then comes directly from the definitions of each arrow.
4. Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 will be proven first when G is a finite 2-group, then when G is a 2-hyperelementary group and last in the general case using the induction theorem due to Dress. We shall make use of the following lemma, in which r: L2k + x(G;<b ° co) -> L2k + x(QG;<b ° co) is the natural homomorphism, as in the Introduction. Case 3. General case. Since L^^G; co) is a 2-group [C] , the Dress induction theorem [D] asserts that the product of restrictions L2k+x (G;u) * Ll/j-eotfG) E2k+x(H;u\H) is injective, where 50(G) is the set of 2-hyperelementary subgroups of G. The same holds for L2k+xiQG,u). Theorem 1 then follows, using Case 2. /: iW2k+i,M,M')-^iMxI,MX {0},M X {l}).
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, the condition on y implies that/is normally cobordant to an /' that is a ^-connected Z5-homology equivalence. By Proposition 2.1,/' is a Z/2)-homology equivalence. Therefore, using [PP, §5] , one can consider v as an element of Jk (G) , the Grothendieck group based on linking forms over finite ZG-modules without 2-torsion. Jk (G) Corollary 4 is a consequence of Theorem 4, applied to A = G in the orientable case and to $ = co otherwise (see the proof of Theorem 1, Case 1). For Corollary 5, one uses Theorem 3 for A equal to the normal 2-Sylow group of G, and the fact that Lhodd(H) = 0 when H has odd order ( [Bak] or [PI] ).
